
We're very excited to have you here! We hope 
you enjoy using Canva to create beautiful 
documents.
Here are six features we think you'll love: 

1. Meet the + button
With our handy + button, you can easily add anything to your page - checklists, 
charts, graphics, and more! 

✏  Try it now! 

Click on the white space below, use the  or  button to bring up the menu, and 

select any item to add it to your page.

A warm welcome
to Canva Docs 

For desktop users, just  click on the 
page, and it will pop up on the left-

hand side. It looks like this:

 

 

Or, if you’re on mobile, simply tap 
on the doc and use the magnifying 
glass at the bottom of the screen.

 

  

https://emojiterra.com/heavy-plus-sign/


2. Try out Magic Write 

✏  Try it now! 
Click the + button on desktop, or  on mobile, select 'Magic Write', and type your 
request. 

✏  Try it now! 
Click the + button on desktop, or  on mobile, and select 'Design'. Design away, 
then click Save.

4. Embed your Canva designs 

Kickstart your ideas with the help of Canva's Magic Write. Magic Write uses 
the power of AI to follow your instructions and generate original copy from 
scratch. The more specific your request, the better the results. Here are a few 
ideas:

Write a heartfelt poem about unsung heroes
Write a children's story about a rainbow and a cloud
Write a social media strategy for healthy cupcakes

3. Easily add a
design to your
Canva Doc

You can create and edit designs without leaving the page. This is super helpful if 
you want to include a graphic banner (like the one above) or some visuals in your 
Doc. 



✏  Try it now! 
Here's a Canva Presentation we've embedded. You can double-click on it to 
interact, and click through the pages. Now try copy and pasting your own Canva link 
below:

5. A bit of emoji fun 

✏  Try it now! 
Type out :star below, and see what you get

Embed other Canva designs and documents by copying and pasting the 
project link. Or just drag and drop them in!

Write a word after a colon :like this to search for an emoji via desktop. For 
example, :party = . Here are some other words you could try:

:surprise = 😯 :peace = ✌  :thanks =   :pizza =    

:hamburger =   :laugh  = 😂  :100 = :pasta =   

:rainbow =  :sunflower = :thumb =  :smile = 😁  



On mobile, simply search for emojis via your keyboard library. 

6. Invite your team to collaborate 

✏  Try it now: 

1. Highlight this line of text

2. Click the comment bubble that appears on the right-hand side of your doc

3. Click to add your feedback, and tag your teammate with @theirname

Ta da! No more endless email chains. 

Infinite fun!
With Canva Docs, creativity never ends. Your page will keep going as long as you 
keep writing. We hope you love the experience as much as we've loved making 
it. Happy Doc designing!

The Canva Team  

Simply click the Share button at the top of the page, and invite anyone to join 
your Canva Doc. You can also share feedback with your team with comments. 


